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1.  Introduction

Text binarization from videos plays a vital role in 
computer vision problems. Even though the amount of 
video data available is rapidly increasing due to extensive 
use of camera phones, relatively little work has been done 
on extending text reading solutions to the video domain. 
Learning based document image binarization is described 
in1. Features such as mean and standard deviation for text 
region in document images are extracted using multilevel 
mapping and are used to train support vector regression. 
After feature learning, two binarization methods named 
grid-based Sauvola method and Lu’s method are used for 
text binarization. 

Kohonen Self-Organizing Map Neural Network 
(KSOMNN) based document binarization is presented 
in2. Initially, various binarization techniques such as Otsu, 
fuzzy C means, bernsen, Niblack are performed. Among 
them, best binarization algorithms are selected based 
on parameter set evaluation. Finally, the selected best 
parameter set values of each binarization algorithm are 

given to the KSOMNN for training and then independent 
binarization of document images is performed. Racing 
algorithm based document image binarization is 
implemented in3. Two statistical parameters based on 
objects by distance and Laplacian energy based technique 
combined with objects by distance is used for document 
image binarization. The evaluation is carried on old 
documents. 

Diffusion based document image binarization is 
presented in4. Modified linear fusion approach is used to 
de-noise and then binarized the input image with extreme 
noisy condition. All the parameters are determined 
automatically usiZng a heuristic optimization algorithm. 
An approach for text detection, localization and 
extraction is described for multilingual including English 
and Chinese video5. Text detection is achieved by the 
sequential multiresolution paradigm, local thresholding 
of edge map, and the hysteresis text edge recovery. Text 
extraction is performed by adaptive thresholding, dam 
point labeling, and inward filling approaches. Binary 
texture analysis based binarization is reviewed for colour 
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text images in6. It consists of four stages: dimensionality 
reduction, clustering, texture feature extraction, and 
selection of the optimal binary image. Binary texture 
features are extracted using run-length histogram and 
spatial-size distribution algorithms. Finally, optimal 
candidate is obtained by linear discriminate analysis 
classifier. An approach for image binarization is 
presented for degraded document images in7.Initially, an 
adaptive contrast map is generated from input degraded 
document image. To identify the text stroke edge pixels, 
the constructed contrast map is binarized and combined 
with canny edge map. Finally, local threshold is estimated 
based on the intensities of detected text stroke edge pixels 
within a local window for document text segmentation. 
Connected operator based document image binarization 
is implemented in8. Component-tree paradigm 
approach is used that overcome the issue of binarization 
techniques; removal of small objects. An approach for 
text detection in indoor/outdoor images is discussed in9. 
Initially, Wiener filter is used to remove the noises and 
then rough estimation is done to identify foreground 
regions. Sauvola’s approach is applied to gray scale and 
inverted gray scale image to obtain binary image. Metric 
based approach for colour text extraction is given in10. 
In order to locate text region, Log-Gabor filter is used to 
complement colour information to spatial and intensity 
information. A text validation measure is used to find text 
regions. 

Adaptive graph cut based binarization is implemented 
in11. It is composed of three stages. At first, given text 
image region is adaptively splitting into several sub 
images, whereas canny edge detection and connected 
component analysis are employed. Then the polarity of 
the text region is determined thus text and background 
pixels with high accuracy are predicted. Subsequently 
foreground text region is segmented from the sub-images 
by using graph cut algorithm. Finally appropriate text 
region is obtained by merging segmented sub image. An 
approach using L1 -norm principal component analysis 
for text binarization is presented12. Both simple and 
complex background natural scene images are taken 
into account. Otsu thresholding is employed for text 
binarization form simple background image and double 
edge features are employed for complex background text 
binarization. A framework for overlay text binarization is 
developed in13. Text polarity is determined for whether the 

light text with dark background or the dark text with light 
background. Then clustering is applied and binarization 
is achieved by exploiting Markov random field model. 
Finally, appropriate Binarized text is extracted using Log-
Gabor filter. 

The proposed text binarization approach is formulated 
based on three approaches; hill climbing algorithm, 
K-means clustering and graph cut algorithms. The 
descriptions of the employed approaches are discussed in 
this section briefly. 

2.  Segmentation Techniques

2.1 Hill Climbing Algorithm 
Hill Climbing (HC) algorithms provides a unified 
framework for fast nonparametric optimization problem 
by determining peaks of cluster in colour histogram of 
an image automatically. In order to efficiently predict the 
peak value, where the histogram bins are exploited than 
the pixels themselves14. In order to find out the number 
of initial centroids (Peaks), the following steps are 
performed. 

1. The colour histogram is given as an input to the hill 
climbing algorithm. 

2. The peak selection process is started at a non-zero bin 
of the histogram and makes uphill moves until reach-
ing a peak as follows: 

•	 The number of pixels of the current colour histogram 
bin is compared with the number of pixels of the 
neighbouring (left and right) bins. 

•	 If the neighbouring bins have different numbers of 
pixels, the algorithm makes an uphill move towards 
the neighbouring bin with larger number of pixels. 

•	 If the immediate neighbouring bins have the same 
numbers of pixels, the algorithm checks the next 
neighbouring bins, and so on, until two neighbouring 
bins with different numbers of pixels are found. Then, 
an uphill move is made towards the bin with larger 
number of pixels. 

•	 The uphill climbing is continued (repeat steps 2.1-2.3) 
until reaching a bin from where there is no possible 
uphill movement. That is the case when the neigh-
bouring bins have smaller numbers of pixels than the 
current bin. Hence, the current bin is identified as a 
peak (local maximum). 

3. Another unclimbed bin as a starting bin is selected 
and perform step 2 to find another peak. This step is 
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continued until all non-zero bins of the histogram are 
climbed (associated with a peak). 

4. The identified peaks represent the initial number of 
clusters of the input image; thus these peaks are saved 
for further processing.

 
2.2 Graph Cut Segmentation 
Graph cut segmentation is a global optimal key for image 
segmentation, where segmentation of an object from 
the background can be formulated as a binary labelling 
process. Given a set of labels L and a set of sites S, the 
labelling problem is to assign a label fp∈ L to each of 
the sites p ∈ S.The graph cuts framework is presented15 
addresses the segmentation of a monochrome image, 
which solves a labelling problem with two labels. The label 
set is L = {0, 1}, where 0 corresponds to the background 
and 1 corresponds to the object. Let f = { fp| fp∈ L }
For a labelling, i.e. label assignments to all pixels. The 
formulated energy function is as follows: 

     (1)

On the right hand side of (1), the first term is a 
constraints from the observed data and measures how sites 
like the labels, that f assigns to them. Where Dp measures 
how well label fp fits site p. Dp (fp)is defined as the negative 
log likelihoods of the constructed foreground/background 
models. The second term is called the smoothness term 
and measures the extent to which f is not piecewise smooth 
where N is a 4-connected neighbourhood system or an 
8-connected neighbourhood system. The smoothness 
term typically used for image segmentation is the Potts 
Model16. In image segmentation, the boundary lies on the 
edges in the image. A typical choice for ω p,q is,

      (2)

 Where and are the colour values of p and q and 
dist(p,q)is the distance between sites p and q. Parameter δ 
is related to the level of variation between neighbouring 
sites within the same object. The parameter λ is used to 
control the relative importance of the data term versus the 
smoothness term. 

3.  Proposed System

The proposed scene text binarization system is composed 
of five computational modules; automated peak selection, 

clustering analysis, image smoothness, graph cut and 
optimal cluster selection. The complete block diagram of 
the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1.    Block diagram of the proposed text 
binarization approach.

3.1 Clustering Analysis 
Clustering is a major data mining task in dataset 
exploration and data partitioning. Among various 
clustering methods, simple iterative and prototype based 
K-means clustering technique is employed. However, 
for successful clustering result, the selection of number 
of initial centroid is most important. It is achieved 
by employing hill climbing approach. After selecting 
initial centroids similar characteristics (pixel values) are 
assigned to the nearby cancroids and each collection of 
pixel values are assigned to a group of cluster. Similarly 
the centroid of each cluster is updated until the number 
pixels in the cluster do not change. It is computationally 
an efficient process and then the clustered data points are 
given as an input to graph cut algorithm. 

3.2 Symmetric Filtration 
In order to mitigate edge effect of the given image, 
symmetric filter is employed to achieve effective 
representation of the given image. It smoothes and sharps 
the given scene image along with diagonal manner rather 
than rows and columns. Thus, the spatially varying parts 
are effectively utilized in this study which will improve the 
performance of the binarization process. They are fed to 
graph cut algorithm along with the clustered data points. 

3.3 Graph Cut Segmentation 
Generally, image segmentation algorithms involve 
assigning a label (such as disparity) to every pixel. There 
is a probability of sharpness discontinuities between the 
clustered data points. In order to overcome this, graph cut 
segmentation algorithm is employed that preserves sharp 
discontinuities such as object boundaries in the clustered 
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data. To smooth the labelling process, symmetry filtered 
output and cluster image obtained from the clustering 
analysis is given as input to the graph cut segmentation 
module. Commonly, graph cut algorithm partitions 
directed or undirected graph into different group by two 
labelling approach. In order to provide energy minimized 
segmentation output, clustered and sharpened images 
are given as data cost and smoothness cost along with 
computed smoothness cost matrix to the graph cut 
module. 

3.4 Optimal Cluster Selection 
The optimal cluster selection is implemented to obtain 
the best clusters that has text region. First, the border 
clusters are discarded as they not related to text regions. 
The next Criterion to discard non text cluster uses the 
difference between the intensity means of successive 
clusters. It will remove the non text cluster between the 

text clusters. Finally, a validation measure based on the 
area of cluster is used to remove clusters having non text 
region. The remaining clusters are combined to form the 
final binarized image. 

4.  Experimental Results 

The proposed approach is tested on videos taken from the 
You Tube Video Text (YVT) datasets in order to analyze 
the efficiency of the text binarization approach17. To 
improve the efficiency of the retrieval system, the salient 
features of CBIR and Text based retrieval system can be 
fused18. Figure 2 shows the localized and binarized output 
of input frame. Our algorithm is applicable to automated 
licence plate recognition system. Figure 3 shows the 
localized and binarized output of input frame. False 
Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), False Negative (FN), 
Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy. 

Figure 2.    (a) Input frame (b) Localized Output (c) Binarized output.

Figure 3.    (a) Input (b) Localized Output (c) Binarized output.
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FP is defined as non text pixels incorrectly identified 
as text pixels. TN is defined as non text pixels correctly 
identified as non text pixels. FN is defined as text pixels 
incorrectly identified as non-text pixels. The ability to 
identify text region is represented by sensitivity and it can 
be represented as follows:

 Sensitivity =  
( )

TP
TP FN+       

(3)

The ability to identify non text region is represented 
by specificity of the system 

 Specificity = 
( )

TN
FP TN+       

(4)

 Precision = ( )
TP

TP FP+       (5)

5.  Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient text binarization system is 
implemented for indoor and outdoor scene text images. 
To facilitate the proposed framework, five computational 
modules are developed. At first, initial number of clusters 
is calculated by hill climbing algorithm followed by 
K-means clustering approach. Subsequently, the clusters 
are refined by graph cut algorithm that uses symmetric 
filtered image. Finally, optimal cluster selection selects the 
best clusters for text binarization. The proposed system is 
compared with two competing algorithms and the results 
shown the effectiveness of the system with improved 
accuracy. The proposed approach is tested on number 
of videos and the obtained results are good for text 
localization. Our algorithm is applicable to automated 
license plate recognition systems, especially to identify 
Indian vehicles license plate.
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